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Welcome 
YAY our event is just around the corner and I couldn't be more excited!
As an extra bonus we have created this epic resource for you! 
It is filled with some really helpful tips to get the most out of the event.
 
This resource will cover some really great tips, and training's on goal setting,
strategies for list building, setting up your bio to attract your ideal
customer, a content planner for before, during and after the event and so
much more! 
 
During the event it is a great idea to use this time to your advantage. 
Get your Instagram account ready to attract your ideal client who loves your
vibe.
 
We want to use this event to not only get you sales but also to make long 
lasting connections with potential customers who might buy from you down
the track. The best way to do this is to ensure you've set yourself up for success
and your using some helpful tools to do this.

Facebook Group
To support you during this time we have created a Facebook group that
we would love for you to join! The group is filled with a bunch of
wonderfully heart centered ladies! We would love for this community to
be a place where you can share your wins, ask questions, share
resources and get support from like minded business women who are
all going through entrepreneurship too!
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/dreamyspacesmembers/?ref=share


setting intentions

Setting intentions vs setting goals
 
If you are truly ready to step into the person you want to be, to and have
the business you want, you must take action to get you closer to your the
life you truly want.
 
 I will be going live inside our Facebook group to talk about why its
important to focus your words, thoughts and your being. We will also talk
about how to re-frame your thoughts when that inner voice tries to get in
your way! 
 
why should I operate from a being state rather than a doing?
 
Operating from a state of being will allow you to be, because you don't  have
something in order to feel a certain way.
 
Come and listen to this training in the Facebook group as we unpack it more.
 
 

free training
Watch video one inside our Facebook Community 
 Share your goal with the group! Use the hashtag
#reprogramming at the beginning of your post. Let us support you
and share in your wins and offer tips. It may even inspire someone
else!

1.
2.
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FREE TRAINING - 22nd Nov

https://www.facebook.com/groups/dreamyspacesmembers/?ref=share


setting intentions 
Get clear on what you want by writing down what you would like
out of this event?
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who are you being right now?

how does this make you feel?

what are you doing?

who are right now?
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who are you being?

how is this making you feel?

what kind of things are you doing?

who do you aspire to be?



setting your account up
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Your bio needs to attract your soul-mate client and to do this we need to look at these things
to STAND OUT! That's right STAND OUT! be Creative make your bio pop!

Include your name - customer and other accounts love to know
who they are speaking to

What do you do? - Does your bio describe what you do?

Why should they shop from you? - Speak to your audiences pain
points to attract them 

Does it speak to your target audience?

Is it clear to them WHY they should follow you?

Is your Call to action clear?

Add your special offer to your bio

checklist

Instagram Highlights

watch our bio training here

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14hn1jdKBs7kdP4N5gszZCYdYpBa4_xRO/view?usp=sharing


content planner
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Planning out your content before the event will help build a runway for your offer.
This doesn't mean that you need to have the best Instagram feed out there! This is a
strategy you could try to boost your profile views and your engagement. The goal
here is to have viewers STAY on your profile. Create purposeful content or re-purpose
some of your best performing content before the event to create a runway for
yourself. This will help with building interaction and engagement prior to the offer
going live. 

plan your content
Before the launch 
Before we go live plan your feed and customer journey. 
Posting purposeful content will keep your audience interested in your upcoming
offer. Giving them a clear indication that a sale is coming and that it will expire
before the sale goes live.  This is great way to build trust between yourself and your
customers
 
Another helpful tip is be intentional  with your posts before the event. Re-purpose
some of your best performing content
 
Your first 9 squares and your bio are the first impression these new eyeballs will have
when coming to your account. Figure out your Instagram style to make yours stand out
on the gram. 

During the event
Use the content we have provided to leverage and make a connection with your
audience. This event is about promoting your products and using these scroll
stopping images to entice viewers to come over to your account and making them
fall in love with you!
 
After the event - Keep the flame alive 
Continue to nurture your new founded tribe to trust, love and buy from you! 
Example - Setting up a welcome sequence - or email sequence is a great tool for this.



content planner
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plan your content
During the launch.
Use the content we have provided to leverage and make
a connection with your audience. This event is
about promoting your products and using these scroll stopping
images to entice viewers to come over to your account and making
them fall in love with you!
 

PROMOTE 
YOUR 
OFFER

TELL THEM THE
OFFER WILL

EXPIRE

TALK ABOUT
YOUR PRODUCT

IN GREAT
DETAIL

SPEAK TO THEIR
PAIN POINTS. 
HOW CAN YOU

SOLVE A
PROBLEM FOR

THEM

REMIND THEM
THE OFFER IS

ENDING 
ADD A CTA

EXAMPLE

FOCUS ON YOUR

CORE OFFER 

EXAMPLE

INTRODUCE

SCARCITY

EXAMPLE
Communicate that the

offer is going to expire

in (X) amount of days

add a countdown

sticker

EXAMPLE

CTA - give your audience a

call to actions eg: Swipe up

or if you don't have swipe up

yet. Use the poll feature and

then if they click yes -

communicate to your

audience that you will send

them the link to the offer

 via DM



Scarcity 

A strategy you could use to prompt sales is scarcity. 
Creating scarcity around your offer or scarcity around the quantity
of your product during the event is a great way to prompt sales.
Create purposeful and captivating storytelling via stories or feed.
Focus on one product or offer to promote. This will give you more
clarity in your marketing. To use this strategy efficiently make sure
you have pointed out that the special offer is only available for a
limited time only, eg: The offer is going to expire in X amount of days. 
 
Brainstorm some ideas in the space we have provided on how you
could create scarcity that aligns with you.  When you have mapped out
your journey come and share it with us in the Facebook Group!
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EXAMPLE

introduce your

product in a

captivating way.

EXAMPLE

Go into details on

how the product or

service will help or

transform a pain

point for them

*example share a video or go live in your stories to talk about your product 
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EXAMPLE

Communicate that the

offer is going to expire

in (X) amount of days

add a countdown

sticker

EXAMPLE

CTA - give your audience a

call to actions eg: Swipe up

or if you don't have swipe up

yet. Use the poll feature and

then if they click yes -

communicate to your

audience that you will send

them the link to the offer

 via DM
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nurturing your new customers
After the event - Keep the flame alive 
Continue to nurture your new founded tribe
to trust, love and buy from you! 
Example - Setting up a welcome sequence - or email sequence is a
great tool for this. Here are some strategies to use to nurture your
new cutomers 

Strategy one 
Create 5 emails to automate after a sale or use this sequence to
nurture your new subscribers on your list. Brainstorm 5 email
topics you could use to nurture your tribe.
Think of this as telling a story, what is the outcome you would like
the sequence to have.

EXAMPLE
Set up a welcome

email with a simple

Call to Action

 



content planner
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Strategy two
Share some lovely tagged images in your stories from the
customers who shopped in the sale ( customer appreciation will
give them all the feels )

EXAMPLE
Share some action

shots and

testimonials 

Give them a 

Call to Action
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list building
If you’re goal is list building you could try this strategy 
Repurposing an opt in prior to the event or during.

INTRODUCE YOUR PRODUCT IN YOUR STORIES / FEED

GO INTO DETAIL ON HOW THE PRODUCT OR SERVICE WILL
HELP OR TRANSFORM A PAIN POINT FOR THEM
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list building
If you’re goal is list building you could try this strategy 
Repurposing an opt in during this time

COMMUNICATE WHAT THE OPT IN WILL HELP SOLVE

GIVE THEM A CALL TO ACTION - WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE THEM TO GO NEXT?



content planner
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Strategy three
Engage with all the accounts that comment and like your posts
during the event to build lasting engagement with your ideal
customer.

Strategy four
RE-introduce your offer or product to them via a video in your
stories on a fun video of your product.

planner

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

22ND 23RD 24TH 25TH

26TH 27TH 28TH 29TH 30TH 31ST 1ST

2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH

9TH 10TH 11TH 12TH 13TH 14TH 15TH

Use the calendar below to plan out some of the strategies we have given you to
build long lasting relationships with your potential customers.

we are live

8:00pm AEST 8:00pm AEST 8:00pm AEST 8:00pm AEST 8:00pm AEST

set a goal bio makeover plan your runway


